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Considered to be way ahead of his time on issues of race and politics, Twain remains one of literatures
greatest original stars. Best known perhaps for his legendary Huckleberry Finn and Adventures of Tom
Sawyer - his writing actually reached beyond the simple, but perfectly crafted adventure story to tackle

serious cultural issues like slavery that most either avoided or ignored. But although it had serious intentions,
his writing was always infused with a great sense of humour - and here that is evident in abundance in these
24 never-published-before essays about all elements of life and culture. In the piece 'Jane Austen', for instance
Twain wonders if Austen's goal is to 'make the reader detest her people up to the middle of the book and like
them in the rest of the chapters' whilst the "Happy Memories of the Dental Chair" will make you seriously

appreciate modern dentistry.

Mark Twain author of classic books such as The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and The Gilded Age plus a
wide variety of short stories and other literature had a quick wit and prolific body of. Mark Twain Writer The
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. His first popular story The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County
appeared and while traveling as a correspondent in Europe he authored a book The. Mark Twain 1992.
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Who is Mark Twain? Mark Twain is a famous author. Twain Collected Tales Sketches Speeches and Essays
Vol1890 p.726 Library of America 47 Copy quote. 30 1835 the small town of Florida Mo. Mark Twain Quote
For in a Republic who is the country? Is it the Government which is for the moment in the saddle? Why the
Government is merely a servant merely a temporary servant it cannot be its prerogative to determine what is
right and . In his time Mark Twain was considered the funniest man on earth. By Public Affairs UC Berkeley
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January 1. Interesting Facts About Mark Twain. Mark Twain Prize for American Humor. Mark Twain
18351910 was an American writer most famous for his childrens books The Adventures of. Roaming the west
with an unsuccessful attempt at gold and silver mining he became a newspaper man in Virginia City Nevada

acquiring the pen name Mark Twain a riverboat term. witnessed the birth of its most famous son .
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